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Abstract 
Nowadays, complexity issues in mass customized manufacturing are considered as topical problem. Especially, product variety induced 
complexity is frequently discussed in recent research works. Our focus in this paper is based on an exploration of product variety induced 
complexity based on axiomatic design and entropy theories. For this purpose we propose to adopt previously developed complexity measures 
based on so called degree of disorder. Our approach consists of transformation of graphical representation describing relation between input 
components of assembly node and numbers of related product configurations into design matrix of coupled design. Subsequently, we apply the 
measures to enumerate product variety induced complexity. Finally, we analyze mutual relations between numbers of possible product 
configurations and obtained values of the complexity measures.  
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1. Introduction 
Mass customization (MC) strategy is considered to be one 
of the important contemporary market mentalities, comprising 
a set of methods and tools, by which manufacturing and 
service companies can increase their competitiveness and 
industries can ensure their long-term profitability. The focus 
of MC strategy is on variety and customization of company 
product portfolio through flexibility and responsiveness. This 
can be achieved only with product families and standardized 
modules ready to be assembled based on customer 
specifications and requirements. Such an organization must be 
flexible and adaptive. Manufacturers of customized products 
are confident that if they find the right balance between 
product variety offer and customer requirements, it will allow 
them to maintain or even increase market share. Recent 
research studies revealed that the increasing number of 
product alternatives is directly related to an increase of the 
number of modules integrated into these varieties of products. 
This fact negatively affects a complexity of the product and 
generates turbulences in the manufacturing systems, leading to 
higher direct production costs. Taking this into account, the 
success of MC strategy depends, apart from other factors, on 
the balance between product variety induced complexity and 
usability of mass customized manufacturing system. To solve 
this problem it is expected to develop suitable methods for the 
measurement of product variety induced complexity. The 
main scope of this paper is to propose and describe a model 
for complexity measurement and investigate the possibilities 
of using axiomatic design and entropy for quantifying product 
variety induced complexity.  In this context, a methodological 
framework including definition of minimal preconditions of 
Mass Customized Assembly (MCA) and suitable complexity 
measures (Configuration complexity and Axiomatic Design 
(AD) based complexity) for system designs will be developed 
in this paper. 
2. Related work 
Mass customized manufacturing is concerned not only 
with production processes but influences overall set of 
enterprise processes. Complexity of these processes in terms 
of MC strategy increases due to higher dynamics of relations 
among system components. One of the complexity sources 
lies in the product configuration structure and system design. 
There are several approaches to explore the impact of a 
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product variety on manufacturing complexity, see for example 
[1-3]. According to the very first complexity theory adopted 
from information theory by Shannon [4] the most significant 
source of complexity is entropy. Information entropy is 
defined as amount of information within a system to describe 
the uncertainty of system states. When fewer possible states 
exist less information is needed to describe the system, and 
therefore there is less uncertainty entropy in the system. 
People tend to understand complexity in terms physical 
things, but it must be viewed from the functional perspective 
or domain [5]. In other words − what we want to achieve as 
functional requirements (FRs) and how to achieve it through 
design parameters (DPs). AD theory defines complexity as a 
measure of unpredictability of the ability to satisfy a given FR 
[5]. This complexity is present in all systems as a continuum. 
Any system or product has therefore a minimum set of 
independent requirements characterizing its functional need. 
Applications of AD in various areas of manufacturing, 
decision-making appeared in literature. A hierarchical 
knowledge base system has been built with use of 
independence axiom by Chen et al. [6]. Chuang and Jiang [7] 
used fuzzy logic as the membership function of DP. Yi and 
Park [8] developed an application to enumerate and evaluate 
the design process according to the independence axiom of 
AD theory. Moreover, a component-oriented approach based 
on the AD has been proposed and a V-Model was extended to 
address component-level issues [9].  Finally, Lindkvist and 
Soderberk [10] applied AD and robust design to compare 
different assembly concept alternatives. Authors [11-13] 
proposed complexity/vulnerability indicators intended to 
measure coupling complexity in design matrices applicable 
during the early stages of the product design. This paper 
applies information coupling complexity into variety induced 
complexity and its management. In this context, according to 
Matt [14], a significant research has been carried out in the 
design of assembly systems for high product variety. On the 
other hand a number of systems have been designed without 
having a theoretical framework for complexity [5]. Systems 
where customer requirements are unpredictable are becoming 
more complicated even with fundamental applications of 
complexity management in these companies. Complexity is 
therefore an important problem since out-of-control 
complexity can bring undesired design consequences and 
therefore, unsatisfied customer requirements [15]. 
Manufacturing complexity from design perspective aimed at 
product alternatives is also a widely discussed topic. Piller 
[16], for example, proved that the extent of offered variety 
determines the complexity, which in turn affects the time and 
additional cost invested in product configurations.  
Only a limited number of papers addressed complexity 
issues in terms of mass customization so far. Therefore, our 
ambition in this paper is to present an approach to quantify 
product variety induced complexity based on combinatorial 
rules and to compare it with complexity based on existing 
Boltzmann's statistical concept in the design matrix. For this 
purpose we adopt previously developed complexity measures 
based on the so called Degree of disorder. In order to compare 
this approach to complexity with numbers of possible product 
configurations, we firstly need to describe the way to 
calculate combinatorial product complexity.   
3. Combinatorial product configuration complexity  
3.1. Basic preconditions and notation 
Based on our previous works [17, 18], a methodological 
framework for the generation of all possible product 
configurations (PCs) will be briefly outlined. The framework 
consists of entry components as basic elements for the 
calculation of PCs. Exactly three types of initial assembly 
components can be identified within a Mass customized 
assembly (MCA). A component, in this context can be 
understood as a part, module, and group of products, property 
or other characteristic of the final product. Initial assembly 
components are divided into the three categories, namely 
stable components, voluntary components and compulsory 
optional components. Any MCA structure consists of a 
number of assembly stations – nodes. These can be identified 
within a multi-level network tr, where r = 0, 1, 2, 3,…,m, 
while t0 identifies a final level of structure. Each assembly 
node understood as an individual assembly operation results 
with a single product, but in a long run the same node can 
produce a number of different product configurations 
depending on the number and composition of an entry 
components. Final products in the downstream assembly node 
are considered as the stable components for s subsequent 
operations. The number of product configurations brings 
uncertainty and thus complexity in these systems. 
In order to formalize the three types of initial assembly 
components the following notation can be used: 
Stable components and their number ’i’ is an obligatory 
initial assembly element as they are uniquely determined. An 
unlimited number of stable components may be further 
assembled with a number ’j’ of voluntary components. The 
selection of these components is voluntary (it is possible that 
j=0). A number ’k’ compulsory optional components is 
limited in selection. They are optional, but with minimum and 
maximum requirements ’l’ on a selection by customer, 
where1l<k. 
Additional individual building elements of a MCA are 
assembly branches in MCA assembly structure. They are 
important for identification and distribution of possible 
product configurations within an assembly process. Assembly 
branches can be identified on the highest layer of the model 
decomposition.  
The three types of initial components have been combined 
using combinatorial rules in order to present a comprehensive 
model of options in relation to customer within any MCA, as 
presented in Fig. 1 in the form of bipartite graph. Based on 
this model, company decision-makers and managers are able 
to decide on the optimal product variety within an existing 
production structure or design. 
3.2. Methodological Framework Scenario #1(FS1) for base 
and voluntary optional components 
The basic precondition of any MCA is the composition of 
initial assembly components on entry to assembly node-
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operation. Each such a node must consist of at least one stable 
component and one voluntary component. A group of entry 
components with one stable component is denoted as CL1. 
Two product configurations arising in assembly of a single 
stable and voluntary optional component are considered as an 
available configuration for customer to choose from, while the 
choice depends on the number of voluntary components. If 
such a component is not selected, standard assembly is 
performed on the product without voluntary component. The 
group of entry components with one optional component is 
denoted as SCL1. Such an assembly (CL1 SCL1) is in terms of 
FS1 considered as a MCA since the basic precondition for 
such manufacturing strategy has been fulfilled.
As it was already presented, FS1 consists of only stable 
and of voluntary components, as can be seen in fragment of 
FS1 on Fig. 2, starting with single stable component, and 
growing number of voluntary optional components. This way, 
numbers of available PCs and product variations (PVs) have 
been determined for each initial component setup, since each 
PC can be assigned by a number of PVs.
Furthermore, our previous research works [17, 18] proved 
that from practical and application standpoint, available PCs 
are much more relevant than related number of PVs. One way 
to prove the relevance is to compare the number of PVs 
against PCs for the same initial component setup. Obtained 
values of PVs are unrealistically larger than PCS (except for 
CL1, where both, value of PCs and PVs are equal). 
3.3. Methodological Framework Scenario #2 (FS2) for stable, 
voluntary and compulsory optional components 
In order to develop the realistic MCA framework and to 
employ all necessary elements of MCA, FS2 has been 
proposed while taking all theoretical assumptions and 
preconditions into account. The FS2 identifies the same 
numbers of product configurations (without product variations 
due to their low relevance) within a system of stable, 
voluntary optional and new – compulsory optional 
components. Existing rules for the generation of all possible 
product configurations have therefore been extended with the 
rules regarding the conditions for selection from compulsory 
optional components, which can be expressed using 
combinatorial number ൫௞௟൯  such that (unlike permutations) the 
order of selection does not matter.
 Focus remains on the growing product variety (number of 
product configurations) and/or variety induced complexity. 
The above presented FS2 in Fig. 3 shows that it is possible 
to combine practically any class and sub-class with unlimited 
numbers of j and k components. But for the set of CO 
components with number k, there are three different rules of 
the selection when identifying product configurations. They 
are: 
• Individual selectivity rule - we may define exact number of 
Fig. 2 Fragment of Framework Scenario #1 for product class CL1. Fig. 3 Fragment of Framework Scenario #2 for product classes CL1-.
Fig. 1 Bipartite representation of MCA resulting with 4 PCs. 
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‘l’ of components to be chosen from all ‘k’ of CO 
components, or 
• Maximum selectivity rule - we may define the maximum 
number ‘l’ of CO components to combine within an 
assembly choice of all ‘k’ of CO components (note that ‘l’ 
is max. k-1), or finally 
• Minimum selectivity rule – we may choose/combine at 
least ‘l’ CO of components from available ‘k’ of CO 
components (note that ‘l’ is min. 1). 
The above presented FS2 is different from our previously 
published works as it takes individual selectivity rules into 
account and identifies available product configurations 
accordingly.  
4. Application of complexity measures of design solutions 
by the use of AD theory 
In order to apply the complexity measure of design 
solution for quantification of product variety induced 
complexity, we firstly need to describe the above mentioned 
models of product configuration calculations by axiomatic 
design matrices. 
4.1. Transforming nodes of MCA into axiomatic design 
matrices 
According to Axiomatic design definition [5], design 
process is present in four main domains: customer, physical, 
process and functional. After several iterations, design process 
transforms customer needs into functional requirements (FR) 
and constraints, which are later transformed into design 
parameters (DP). Complexity in context of AD is defined, as 
the measure of uncertainty in achieving FRs. Within a design 
hierarchy, the dependencies between the FRs and DPs can be 
represented by the following equation: 
	ൌሾሿǡ             (1) 
where each element of the matrix [A] can be expressed as 
A=FR/DP, and Equation 1 can be understood as choosing the 
right set of DPs to satisfy given FRs. Therefore each A 
element of the matrix indicates dependency of FRm on DPn, 
while m indicates number of FRs and n is for number of DPs
within the same matrix. If the value of any element A refers to 
‘0’, then FR does not depend on the DP, and vice versa for 
‘X’. In the context of AD matrices, three types of design exist: 
uncoupled, decoupled and coupled.  
T1: If m>n, then the design is either coupled or not all FRs 
cannot be satisfied. 
T2: If m<n, then the design is redundant with excess DPs. 
Such situation does not appear in our MC design matrices, but 
in both cases, the design matrix [A] is not squared. 
T3: If m=n, then the matrix is diagonal and the design has 
exact solution, since each FR is satisfied with exactly one DP. 
This situation rarely happens in real process or product design 
and Axiom 1 is not satisfied. 
Since most of the designs are originally coupled and there 
is currently no relevant method for computing information 
content of such designs, we propose an approach to calculate 
complexity as information content in accordance with Axiom 
2. In this approach we transform each possible individual non-
modular assembly node into a coupled design matrix as 
shown in Fig. 4. Example of design matrices for product 
classes CL2 SCL01, CL2 SCL03, CL2 SCL22 can be seen in Fig. 
4 (exponents ‘0’ and ‘2’ with SCL represent numbers of 
available ‘k’ of CO components.) 
In Fig. 4a, we start with i=2 and j=1 components. FRs 
under our design view are represented by the number of all 
possible product configurations at the given node. It is 
because product options practically reflect customer 
requirements in a selection procedure. DPs are represented by 
pre-determined initial components of the assembly node. 
Then, transformation of the concept for the generation of all 
possible product configurations into axiomatic design matrix 
is feasible. Analogically, we can transform any model of 
assembly node with arbitrary combination of initial 
components into axiomatic design matrix (see examples in 
Fig. 4b for i=2 and j=3 components and Fig. 4c for i=2, j=2 
and k=2 components). Obtained design matrices represent 
coupled designs, for which is characteristic that matrix 
contains mostly non-zero elements and thus the FRs cannot be 
satisfied independently.
4.2. Application the concepts of entropy and disorder to 
quantify product variety induced complexity 
Many authors, e.g. [19, 20], have treated the relations 
between entropy and disorder or chaos.  According to Martin 
et al. [21], the concepts of entropy and disorder are inherently 
linked, but disorder is only a metaphor for entropy, not the 
definition. Guenov [12] introduced three complexity 
indicators for architectural design, which are relatively simple 
and easy to apply, and are sufficiently accurate for the early 
stages of systems design.  
If we selected N1 points (out of total N) to be combined 
Fig. 4 Transformation of assembly node coupled design matrices with (a) 
i=2, j=1, (b) i=2, j=3, (c) i=2, j=2, k=2 and l=1. 
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ignoring permutations (such as AB/BA), then the 
combinatorial description is as follows: 
ܥேேభ ൌ ேǨሺேିேభሻǨேభǨ,    (2) 
Then, the first measure omega ‘ߗ’ coming out of Equation 
(2) is often called a Degree of disorder, and can be expressed 
as follows: 
ߗ ൌ ܥேேభ כ ܥேିேభ
ேమ כ ܥேିேభషಿమ
ேయ ǥ כ ǥܥேିேభିڮିே಼షభ
ே಼
ൌ ேǨேభǨேమǨǥே಼Ǩ,     (3) 
Where ‘N’ is number of interactions within a measured 
design matrix, and N1, N2, …, NK are number of interactions 
per each DP of the same matrix. In order to obtain less 
exponential and more tangible values of ߗ , the second 
indicator was proposed, namely Lnߗ. 
For the second indicator, let fj be the density in Qj, i.e. the 
number of molecules per unit of ȝ-volume: 
௝݂ ൌ ௝ܰȀ߭ఓ,      (4) 
Boltzmann defines a function for a statistical entropy 
description as follows: 
ܪ ൌ σ ൣ ௝݂݈݊ ௝݂൧߭ఓ௄௝ୀଵ ,     (5) 
Then, a Systems Design Complexity (SDC), as denoted by 
authors, is expressed as follows:  
SDC = Nj ln Nj,    (6) 
where the volume is equal to unity and ‘Nj‘ is interpreted 
as a number of interactions per single DP of the measured 
designed matrix. Our initial research question was: “How 
these indicators could be effectively used to quantify product 
variety induced complexity?” In order to verify their usability, 
it is useful to describe them briefly. Calculated values of the 
ߗ, Lnߗ and SDC for all product classes and sub-classes have 
been determined for both, FS1 and FS2 (see Tab. 1 and 2).
DPs are represented by the number of input assembly 
components (columns N), while all stable components are 
always represented by a single DP.  
As can be seen from the Table 1 with complexity 
indicators, values of CC for two classes grow incrementally, 
unlike values of the ߗ , where these reach extremely high 
values (e.g. CL1 SCL05 where ߗ   = 5,3.1079). Therefore, it was 
impossible to obtain appropriate values of Lnߗ. Only values 
of SDC seem to grow incrementally. Thus, we can state, that 
SDC indicator can be effectively used for measurements of 
structural complexity of MCA.
Subsequently, a graph showing trend of growing CC and 
SDC values from FS1 has been constructed. Selected 
indicators and their trend lines can be seen in Fig. 5.
For the FS2, the same complexity indicating values have 
been obtained for specific initial components setup and for all 
possible individual selection from 2 to 6 CO components. 
Again, values of ߗ and Lnߗ are limited due to extremely high 
factorial numbers but appropriate values of SDC are available 
for further analysis.
Tab. 1  Fragment values of  FS1 complexity indicators for all classes CLi. 
Tab. 2  Fragment values of FS2 complexity indicators for classes CL1-. 
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, our ambition was to present a method to 
quantify product variety induced complexity based on 
combinatorial rules (CC) and to compare it with complexity 
based on existing Boltzmann's statistical concept in the design 
matrix (SDC) and Degree of disorder-based ߗ , and Lnߗ . 
Based on obtained results it is possible to state that all three 
newly applied complexity measures for design solutions can 
be theoretically employed to quantify product variety induced 
complexity. However, SDC suits the best for the given 
purpose, as it has been proved based on the presented testing 
of selected problems.
This paper is not intended to develop AD theory in the 
very basic concept, but to apply existing principles to quantify 
a product variety induced complexity using the approach of 
Guenov [21]. Subsequently, a comparison of three different 
approaches showed that there is visible mutual relation 
between the CC and SDC measures what evidently justifies a 
usability of SDC as the product variety induced complexity 
indicator. The most important finding of this study is that 
SDC indicator brings more realistic complexity values than 
CC indicator as it was described in Section 5 of this paper.  
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